ON SALE NOW 262 -

TAKE CARE SALE!
This list has a lot of interesting new collections bought since we have been open again
for valuations— with face to face and social
distancing. It might be a great time to add to
or start a new area of interest during these
very crazy times… keep safe!
AUSTRALIAN COLLECTIONS

tras not usually included such as overprints, special
issues, gutter blocks. Stamps from miniature sheets as
singles as well as the sheets. It contains masses of extras including –1966 $1 perf change, Booklet panes of
1968 Fam. Aust. 1969 Prime minsters, 1970 Fam. Aust.,
1972 Prime minsters, 1971 Christmas pane 25 and
loads os assorted perforation varieties. Contains sets
of Australian Commemorative sheets (issued in number
of 500 sets only) for the years 2011 (2 sheets), 2013 (3
sheets), , 2014 (4 sheets), 2015 (4 sheets), 2017 (3
sheets) each set selling for prices up to $165 per set
and there are 5 sets– so $700-$800 retail listings just
for these. The mint unhinged face value alone is more
than $6,465+ and would be brilliant for a reseller. The
collection is certainly not complete for the period, probably 50-60% however there is a large number of stamps
in these beautiful $2,000+ worth of as new albums with
lots of extra pages individually set up for the extra issues no usually in these pages. The lot out the
door…………………………………………………...$4,499.00
2.AA. AUSTRALIA Lots 1 and 2 from this list together
for a nice saving as they match perfectly……..$6,499.00

1. AUSTRALIAN COLLECTION 1913-1965 Mint collection housed in beautiful as new Davo illustrated hingeless album with matching slipcase. This collection
would go perfectly with lot 2 below from this sales list.
It includes a vast number of beautiful mostly mint lightly
hinged stamps including— First watermark Kangaroos
to 1/- excellent quality, Third wmk. To 5/- all mint all
fresh (10), OS overprints both mint, KGV– huge representation Single crown included 1d Red die2 and die 3
mint, to 1/4 fine mint, S. Multi perf 13.5. x 12.5 to 5d
brown fresh mint (13) , Large Multi and no wmk complete mint, Small multi per 14 complete mint (8) to 1/4,
Cof A complete mint (8) to 1/4. OS KGV mint complete,
1914 on 6d Engraved Kooka MUH with part imprint, 5/Bridge is cto with some gum, 1928 Kooka Miniature
sheet mint lightly hinged, 95% complete from 1914 on in
this album with loads of extras, Arms complete mint,
Navigators mint unhinged (8), 3d Blue KGV1 Mint unhinged (not white wattles space in this album) die 1, die
1a, die 2 thin and thin paper all MUH, BCOF mint complete (7) no Thin paper Robes in this album layout, Victorian Cent 1/- perf 11.5 MUH. The album new is more
than $230+ the list price based on condition at my discounted prices of what is included in this superb collection is more than $5,000++ just for the expensive items
over $20 each (images reduced) Available at .$2,399.00
2. AUSTRALIAN COLLECTION 1966-2019 -all stamps
are Mint Unhinged. 13 x Volumes all housed in magnificent as new Davo Illustrated hingeless albums with
matching slipcases, which just as the hingeless pages
without any extras would cost more than $2,000+ just
for the albums and pages. There are hundreds of ex-

3. AUSTRALIAN COLLECTION 1913-2015 in 12 magnificent Davo Hingeless illustrated albums with matching
slipcases in superb condition. Officially this collection
is labelled as “used” however from around 2004 on it is
actually 95% mint unhinged. This stunning lot contains
variants on separate Davo pages to include gutter
pairs, Miniature sheets overprints, perforation varieties, the special miniature sheets only available from
Yearbooks– I could use a full page describing this lot
however I will try to simplify this process—this one has
the lot! Firstly we have $2,000+ worth or pristine albums plus hundreds of dollars worth of blank Davo pages with clear mounts to house the plethora of extras…
The Pre-decimal collection is not that powerful but does
include about 80% complete for the period, just missing
high value Kangaroos etc. I did note—first wmk to 1/mixed used, 2nd wmk to 1/- mixed used, Third wmk to 5/
- mixed used, the 5/- is lovely, Small multi to 5/- mixed
used, loads of extras—KGV 80% complete used. 19141965 on other than a 5/- Bridge and Kooka miniature
sheet is pretty much complete with loads and loads of
extras, varieties, die varieties, 6d Engraved Kooka vfu,
BCOF complete fine used (7) 1964 Navigator set fine
used both papers complete, superb thick and thin paper robes fine used. In all my list price for the quality
stamps in this section come to more than $1,100++ The
early decimal section is excellent and has loads of the
commemorative booklet panes cto, 1971 Xmas pane of
25 fu, perforation varieties in large numbers including
the $1 Flinders. Gutter pairs cto, a beautiful lot. It also
includes Contains sets of Australian Commemorative
sheets (issued in number of 500 sets only) for the years
2011 (2 sheets), 2013 (3 sheets), 2014 (4 sheets), 2015
(4 sheets) which sell for hundreds of dollars just for
these and they are perfect! Now the costings…
$2,000++ worth of excellent albums, $1,100+ worth of
pre-decimal great stamps, used face value is
$1,600+++. The mint unhinged stamps have a face value in these 12 albums of more than $6,900++ - the lot
and it will go quickly is available for ……….….$5,299.00

AUSTRALIAN COLLECTIONS

4. AUSTRALIAN COLLECTION Pre-decimal FDC’s in
small box. 190+ mostly different, 1935-65. I noted—3d
Jubilee registered cover block of four, 1937 Sesq. Complete set (3) a variety of different branded envelopes,
mostly in very good condition, produce food strips unaddressed, 5/- Cattle unaddressed, 1964 Navigators (6)
unaddressed, on WCS covers, lots of Registered covers—a lovely box full of fun……………………....$279.00
5. AUSTRALIAN DECIMAL F.D.C COLLECTION 19662019. The first section 1966-74 has a lot addressed
envelopes as was the custom back then but does include all issues on assorted brands of covers. 19752019 all unaddressed and perfect, in order in slide boxes perfectly made for them. This is one of the finest
Decimal FDC’s collections I have had for many years.
There are more than 1900+ different covers. It includes
both stamps and miniature sheets if printed, International issues, lots of special issues which have special
embossing etc. The face value alone of the covers is
more thand $3,600+++ The collection is perfectly catalogued in order and if requested will be posted in this
lovely sliding drawers without any duplcation. The face
value of covers between 1999-2019 is most of the face
value being just on $2,900. This superb collection is
amazing value at…...…………………………………$999.00

OTHER ITEMS/COLLECTIONS
6. HAGNER PAGES 265+ Black in excellent condition
from 1-8 pockets. Mostly 2 pocket (57) and 6 pocket
(70) —for a fraction of the new price ($450++) which is
$17.50 packet of 10 —all singled sided, all 265 plus
for………………………………………………………..$149.00
7. ANTIGUA A lovely VERY large collectIon house in a
Scott Illustrated album covering the period 1862-1994
either lightly hinged and in man cases with clear
mounts. A mixture of both mint and fine used. There are
some superbly designed stamps in mint condition although not very high in catalogue value they are superb
designs eg SG 32, 49, 73, 58, 113, 120-134 complete
mint, 149-158 missing 1c mint. There are hundreds of
sets and miniature sheets for the period way too many
to list and I estimate from 1950-1994 the collection is
approximately 90% complete. While the catalogue of
the £10+ items is just over £1,050 ($1700+ AU) so many
hundreds of sets do not appear in that figure so basically they are free, the lot nice price if……………....$289.00
8. WWF COLLECTION 13 x Full volumes in black albums
with matching slipcases, as new condition plus a full
brand new spare empty album. Covering the period

1980-2013. Each issue has a complete mint set of
stamps, a first day cover and magnificently printed details all in colour on the issue. Each album contains
between 10-15 sets complete so approximately 170
sets (a few have not been unpacked and remain ready
to put away) Each issue cost the owner more than $35
each so around $6,000! They are magnificent and in
perfect condition all stamps and covers. They contain
beautiful photographs of the specific animal in the wild.
Get this collection to share the information with your
grandchildren on many endangered animal species or
just enjoy many hours of reading as well as the superb
full sets of stamps and matching First Day Covers, as a
lot based on my costs..……………………………...$349.00
AUSTRALIA POST YEARBOOKS
These are all under the face value prices for the official
Australia Post yearbooks complete with MUH stamps.
All years listed below are available for sale right now!
9.

2002 complete with stamps ………………... $30.00

10. 2005 complete with stamps…………………. $45.00
11. 2007 complete with stamps………………... $50.00
12. 2010 complete with stamps ………………... $85.00
13. 2011 complete with stamps ………………... $70.00
14. 2012 complete with stamps ………………... $85.00
15. 2013 complete with stamps…………………...$95.00
16. 2014 complete with stamps ………………...$95.00
17. 2016 complete with stamps ……………... .$100.00
18. 2017 complete with stamps ………………… $90.00
19. 2018 complete with stamps ……………... .$100.00
20. 2011 AIR-FORCE AVAIATION PRESENTATIONFOLDER - Limited to 150 and Numbered 16/150 - Includes five miniature sheets. Four mini-sheets have a
single stamp perforated and embellished. The other
unique minisheet has all of the stamps embellished. To
our knowledge this is the shortest printing of any item
issued by Australia Post! Have seen this beautiful item
on other dealers lists for $425, this one is………$ 199.00

MYSTERY BOXES
We have lots of new stock just in, try a box today!
21. The large mystery box is ……………………. $139.00
22. The mega mystery box is ………..…………… $229.00
23. The supa-dupa-mega box is…………………...$499.00
24. THE ISOLATION—SAVE ME BOX……………$ 749.00
If you want a box made up to another value, just ask! For
those who have never purchased a mystery box, they can
contain one-country collections; stamps from lots of different countries, both old and modern and mint and used;
FDCs and commercial mails; stamps on- and off- paper;
duplicated stamps so you can check for varieties; whole
albums; stock-books full and empty; catalogues. The list
goes on and on, and no two boxes are ever the same.
All of these mystery boxes come with a fun guarantee!

